
ROLE PLAY SESSION 

 

(Role-play scripts to be handed to the volunteers. Maxwell’s mock laboratory is set up on the 
table) 

 

The story of light 

Electromagnetic Waves, Light, Photons and Gravitational Waves 

(Participants: James Maxwell, Heinrich Hertz, Journalist, Albert Einstein and Richard 
Feynman, Kip Thorne, Barry Barish, Rainer Weiss) 

 

Co-ordinator: “We are going back to a time when your great-great grandparents were 
young! The year is 1865, and we are in James Maxwell’s laboratory in England” 

 

James Maxwell (sitting down at his desk, scribbling on his notepad) [confused]: “Hmm, it 
still doesn’t make sense…unless…” 

He excitedly jumps up and shows his equations to the audience 

James Maxwell (continued) [excited]: “Magnetic energy…light energy…electric 
energy…It’s all related! This invisible energy travels all around us…I shall call 
it…electromagnetic energy! …And it travels in waves!” 

Co-ordinator: “We will now travel to 1886, we are in Heinrich Hertz’s laboratory in 
Germany” 

Heinrich Hertz (standing over his laboratory apparatus) [triumphantly]: “Wow! I have 
discovered electromagnetic waves. I’ve just sent an invisible wave across this table!” 

Journalist (with a pen and notepad in his hand) [sceptically]: “That’s all well and good Mr 
Hertz, but what is the use of your discovery?” 

Heinrich Hertz [proudly, loudly]: “It is of no use whatsoever. I was just trying to prove what 
Maxwell asserted and he is right.” 

Journalist [taken aback]: “Oh! ….. Ok….. So what are these electromagnetic waves?” 

Heinrich Hertz: “I have no idea! All I know is that we have these mysterious 
electromagnetic waves that we cannot see with the naked eye………….. But they are there.” 

 

Co-ordinator:  Who do you agree with? Was Hertz correct in saying his discovery was of no 
use whatsoever? What do you think? 



                                                 (Class discussion) 

 

Co-ordinator: “We are back in Hertz’s laboratory, one year later in 1887” 

 

Journalist (holding the notepad) [still sceptical]: “So Mr Hertz, I hear that you have 
discovered something weird?” 

Heinrich Hertz [proudly]: “Yes, I have!....... I’ve discovered something really mysterious.” 

Journalist: “And what’s that Mr. Hertz?” 

Heinrich Hertz: “I found that shining light on metals causes electric currents to flow 
through empty space.” 

Journalist: “Wow…that is weird.” 

Heinrich Hertz: “Yes it is. None of my friends can explain it.” 

 

                                              (Interlude) 

Co-ordinator: “Now it is 18 years later. We have moved to a little patent-office in 
Switzerland. The year is 1905.” 

 

Albert Einstein: “Eureka! I have solved Hertz’s mystery! 

Journalist: “What is the solution Mr. Einstein?” 

Albert Einstein [triumphantly]: “Light comes like little bullets” 

Journalist [perplexed]: “But I’m confused Mr. Einstein. Hertz told me that it’s a wave” 

Albert Einstein: “Well, everyone used to believe that light was a wave. That’s what they 
taught me in school” 

Journalist: “I’m going to need a second opinion.” 

 

Co-ordinator: “The journalist is looking for someone to ask. His search takes more than 
half a century. It’s the sixties, and he’s a bit old now.” 

 

Journalist [old and tired]: “Hey..Mr. Feynman. They tell me that you’re the greatest 
physicist alive today! Tell me…. do you agree with Einstein?” 

Feynman: Yes. Definitely, I agree with him” 

                  “I even wrote about it in my most famous book”, 



“I want to emphasise that light comes in this form – particles. It is very important to know 
that light behaves like particles, especially for those of you who have gone to school, where 
you were probably told something about light behaving like waves”	  

Einstein [from beyond the grave. i.e. off-stage]:	  “And what about my very best discovery, 
Mr Feynman. I predicted that there was another sort of wave: gravitational waves.”	  

Feynman:	  “Sorry not to mention that Albert. Indeed it was a great discovery”. Did you know 
it was me who first proved that those waves could be detected?” 

 

(Interlude) 

Co-ordinator: “Now it’s the 21st century and the year is 2015.”  

Einstein [from beyond the grave. i.e. off-stage]:	  “See, they have detected gravitational 
waves.” 

Kip Thorne, Barry Barish, Rainer Weiss [in a chorus]: “Yes. We did it! We detected 
gravitational waves.” 

Einstein [from beyond the grave. i.e. off-stage]:	  “But what took you so long, scientists?” 

Kip Thorne: “I spent my whole life studying stars and black holes, which emit gravitational 
waves.” 

Rainer Weiss: “I invented the technique of detecting those waves using lasers” 

Barry Barish: “It was me who led the effort to bring together scientists from all across the 
globe to make this discovery possible” 

Einstein [from beyond the grave. i.e. off-stage]:	  “Well done my friends! Once again you 
proved I was right.” 

 

***end of role play*** 

 


